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Green Bank Radio Telescope, Green Bank, West Virginia. See In Focus, page 4.
Image courtesy NROA/AUI and Wikimedia Commons.
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RASC Edmonton Centre Contact Information see also http  s  ://edmontonrasc.com/contact  

Mailing address RASC Edmonton Centre On the web http://edmontonrasc.com
788, 10301 104 St. http://www.facebook.com
Edmonton, AB, T5J 1B9 https://twitter.com/EdmontonRASC
Canada http://www.youtube.com/user/edmontonrasc

Observing Deck 780-452-9100 x2249

Stardust submissions: Submit articles by email to the editor (see above). Please include STARDUST or RASC in the subject so
your email doesn’t end up in the spam bin. Submission deadline is the 2nd Sunday before the monthly meeting; see following
page for dates. Any standard document file type is acceptable (MSOffice, OpenOffice, LibreOffice, et al.) but plain text is preferred.
Do not layout and format your article. Your labour will only be discarded. Submit clearly identified images/graphics as separate
files, do not embed them in the document; indicate captions and references to them within the text. Do not consider your article
successfully submitted until you receive a confirmation email from the editor.
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Upcoming Events, Meetings, and Deadlines

Regular Meetings are held monthly (see below) from September
to June at 7:30pm in T  ELUS   World of Science, 11211 – 142 St.  

Admission is free, and everyone is welcome to attend, member 
or not. Follow the signs from the main entrance.

Observers meetings are held monthly (see below) at Boston 
Pizza in The Mayfield Common, NE of intersection of 170 
Street and Stony Plain Road. Contact the observing_group @ 
edmontonrasc.com for details.

Council meetings are held monthly (see below) from September 
to May at 7:15 in room 5-003 of the CCIS  *   Building   on the U of 
A campus. Any RASC Edmonton member may attend.

* Centennial Centre for Interdisciplinary Science

MEETINGS
Regular meetings are free and open the public

* indicates date bumped by statutory holiday

Edmonton Area Astronomy Discussions: astro@mailman. srv. ualberta. ca
To subscribe, send a blank email to: astro-request@mailman. srv. ualberta. ca 
with the subject line: subscribe

The above mailing list is completely independent and is not associated with RASC Edmonton Centre in any way. 
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President’s Report by Geoff Robertson

During this past week I’m glad to have astronomy to take
my mind off what’s going on in the world. I have to admit I did
not sleep well last Tuesday night. Now if the Oilers and the Esks
were playing too, that would be a further welcome distraction.

With the exception of a few days, the fall has been pretty
good. I hope you all had a chance to get out under the stars. Now
we’re into November with its long nights that are anywhere from
comfortably cool and clear, to heavily overcast and blizzard-like.

The  naked  eye  planets  continue  to  put  on  a  show  in
November  with  Mars  Jupiter  and  Saturn  in  the  evening  and
Venus and Mercury in the morning. On the 13th the inner planets
will be joined by a thin crescent Moon before sunrise. I hope it’s
clear. Should be quite a sight.

Council will be working hard on the 2021 budget this month.
If you have any expenditure proposals, now is the time to fill out
the form and send it in.

I’m told that casinos are back on for volunteer groups. The

casinos  previously  scheduled  before  COVID-19 are  being
bumped back two quarters on average. We’ll advise you when
we have our  time allotted and of  course  we’ll  be looking for
volunteers.

Our  speaker  for  the  November  9th meeting  is  Dr.  Brenda
Mathews. Join us on Zoom with this link:

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/87546996671

The meeting starts at the regular 7:30PM time. Don’t be late.

Finally,  Remembrance Day has always been a big deal in
my family. My dad, all my uncles and even a couple aunts served
in  WWII.  They’re  all  gone  now,  but  my  father  in  law,  who
served in the RCAF, is still with us. Normally I’d be at a service
but of course not this year. So on the eleventh day at the eleventh
hour I’ll take moment remember those who served and continue
to serve Canada. Perhaps you can do likewise. 

Clear skies.

In Focus: Dave Cleary by Daisy Alferez

Let’s Hear it for Dave

As a radio astronomy enthusiast, Dave Cleary is the brains
(or should I say the ears?) of the Sky Scan program, with the
encouragement and support from Sir Doug Hube. Sky Scan is a
school program directed at observing meteors using FM radios.

“Meteors  entering  the  atmosphere  create  ionized  trails  as
they burn up in the atmosphere.  Their  trails  provide reflective
characteristics for FM radio broadcasts whose origins are beyond
the visual horizon. FM radios tuned to a quiet part of the FM
band allowed us to receive reflected FM radio signals from as far
away  as  Texas  during  the  major  Leonid  meteor  shower  of
November 2002. Students at the schools operating the computers
and the FM radios spread across Edmonton, confirmed the timing
of the peak of the meteor stream, as predicted by a professional
astronomer from Australia. We had five schools participating in
the  program  and  their  observations  also  corroborated  the
predicted  peak.  Our  results  were  used  by  the  Australian
astronomer along with those of a professional observatory in the
Czech Republic,” explains Dave.

While it may be more difficult to observe meteors using FM
radio now that there’s an abundance of local radio stations, Dave
says that it is still possible to detect incoming meteors using FM
radio.  The successful  Sky Scan program,  led by Dave,  Bruce
McCurdy,  Robert  Rolf,  and  Guy  Almberg,  received  the
Education  Project  of  the  Year  Award  from RASC Edmonton
Centre in 2005. 

And Dave didn’t stop there. He initiated a second iteration of
Sky Scan which included the key participation of  Dr. Sharon

Morsink (Professor of Astrophysics,  University of Alberta, and
past president  of  RASC  Edmonton  Centre).  The  Sky  Scan
Science Outreach Program, a partnership between the Edmonton
RASC Centre and the Department of Physics at the University of
Alberta,  aimed  to  excite  kids  about  science.  The  main
components of the program include in-classroom presentations of
the mechanics of the solar system and school field trips to the
University  of  Alberta’s  observatory.  The  presentations  were
provided  by  part-time  university  staff  and  RASC  volunteers.
There were more than 3,000 students involved in the program.

“For me, the two versions of Sky Scan were very satisfying
exercises  because we were able to reach literally thousands of
students in the Edmonton and area schools. I have a strong belief
in the value of science as a way to unravel the mysteries of the
universe and of life, and our place in the cosmos. Sky Scan was
one outlet for me to encourage young people to find an interest in
science and its practice.” 

In the summer of 2010, Dave attended the annual Society of
Amateur Radio Astronomers (SARA) meeting at the Green Bank
Observatory in West Virginia – the home to seven large radio
telescopes ranging in size from 14m to 100m in diameter.  He
presented the work of the Sky Scan educational program at the
meeting. Dave was one of the five lucky SARA members who
won the draw to go up the huge radio telescope dish. “On the
way up the two elevator lifts to the top, one of the co-winners of
the draw said, ‘I haven’t had this much fun since I got married,
but don’t tell my wife!’,” Dave fondly recalls.

More RASC and astronomy

Dave has been an RASC member since 1997, and served as
Secretary on Council in 2001 and 2002, and then took on the role
of President  in  2003 and 2004.  In  the last  few years,  he also
served  as  one  of  the  auditors  of  the  centre’s  annual  financial

statements.  “As  a  member  of  Council,  I  got  to  know  more
members  and learned  more  about  what  the RASC was doing,
especially  with  respect  to  educational  programming  to  non-
members and the general public,” says Dave.
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Other  than  radio  astronomy,  Dave  likes  to  observe
noctilucent  clouds  or  solar  and  lunar  eclipses.  He  has  also
observed the Sun and the Moon at radio frequencies. He hopes to
dig  further  into  the  use  of  radio  interferometry  of  radio  sky
mapping.  “One  possible  application  of  radio  astronomy  is  to
measure the temperature of the lunar surface,” adds Dave.

Not  so  keen  about  observing  in  the  cold,  Dave  usually
observes  from his  basement  using outdoor radio  telescopes  of
different kinds. In other words, he prefers to sleep at night. When
asked who his favourite astronomer is, he says, “the ancients, as
a  group,  because  that  is  where  a  deep  understanding  of  the
cosmos began to separate real knowledge of the world from fairy
tales and conjuring.” Well said.

Personal life

Dave grew up on a 7th generation dairy farm in Ontario. He
got his interest in science, politics, and history from his father.
“During the early days of the space program, my dad and uncle
would pull the hay wagon up by the house and come in to see if
the Gemini launch pause on TV with Walter Cronkite was over
yet so they could see the ‘blast off!’,” recalls Dave. When he was
12, his mother gave him an RASC Journal along with a Tasco
telescope  for  Christmas.  His  father  helped  him in  identifying
some of the constellations.

After getting his Bachelor of Arts in History from Queen’s
University, Dave studied to be a United Church minister. He did
not follow through with ministry when he became active in the
anti-nuclear movement. He spent a couple of years working with
Project  Ploughshares  –  a  Canadian  non-government  peace
research institute with a focus on disarmament and international
security. As global tension eased, he got married to Jan Chapman
who he met at Queen’s University. Since then, Dave began work
in  publishing  with  a  BC-based  publisher,  which  became  his

primary job over the past two and a half decades.

In  2010,  Dave  had  to  leave  his  publishing  job  as  sales
manager since 1997 at Lone Pine Publishing based in Edmonton.
He was diagnosed with melanoma. He was cured by the newly
developed immunotherapy drug called  Ipilimumab.  He is very
grateful  to  his  oncologist  at  the  Cross  Cancer  Institute,  Dr.
Michael Smylie. “Science to the rescue!” exclaims Dave.

Dave  and  his  wife  Jan  opened  a  Wild  Birds  Unlimited
franchise in Edmonton in 2012. After seven years of successful
business operations, they decided to retire and sold the franchise
in 2019. They are now enjoying retirement life in their new home
in  St.  Albert.  Their  eldest  son,  who  is  a  materials  engineer
working  for  a  company  in  Vancouver,  is  currently  working
remotely  in  St.  Albert.  The  other  son,  a  2019  Juno  award-
winning  leader  of  the  Edmonton-based  band  Striker  (heavy
metal), is also currently grounded because of COVID-19.

Did you know?

Dave plays tennis and loves bird watching. 

Sky  Scan  Personnel,  L-R:  Project  Leader  Dave  Cleary;  Technical  Advisor
Robert  Rolf;  Science  Advisor  Dr.  Doug  Hube;  Educational  Development
Coordinator Bruce McCurdy.
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Comedy of Errors: The Double Cluster IN Cassiopeia and a nearby "uncatalogued" object by Alister Ling

Look  what  happens  when  you  wander  off  the
path...something  unexpectedly  interesting.  Actually,  Josephine
Christensen was misled by one of our members, and it's a good
thing I wasn't there to catch the mistake! 

A bunch of folk were out at Blackfoot on a relatively mild
clear night Jan 25, 2020 and their prime target was comet C/2017
T2 (PanSTARRS) floating only ONE degree from the gorgeous

Double Cluster in Perseus. 

At the time, Josephine was a newbie and couldn't point her
250mm  lens  and  camera  at  the  Double  Cluster  reliably,  not
having  the  experience.  The  person  she  asked  for  help,  being
distracted by the call of their own equipment, quickly aimed it,
saw the two clusters on the small scale viewfinder and said shoot
away. 

Fig 1. A field with two obvious star clusters. Nikon d5300, lens: White Cat 51 f4.9 250mm petzval APO. ISO 1600 17 darks, 23 flats, 
34 lights, at 1min exposure, Blackfoot Jan 25. North to the right.

A day or two later, Josephine calls and says she can't find
the  green  comet  that  is  so  obvious  on  everyone  else's  shots.
When I  open  up  the  image on my screen  at  home,  I  tell  her
"because  that's  not  the  Double  Cluster  in  Perseus!"  I'm  not
instantly sure of what the field is, but I rather suspect NGC 659

in Cassiopeia, given the richness of the cluster, the loaded star
field with other star clusters, and general proximity. Knowing her
camera is oriented north/south in the long axis is helpful, making
it  a  quick  alignment  with  the  trustworthy  Guide  planetarium
output:
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Fig 2. Guide's identification of key objects.

Taking a second look to match up field stars, especially the
colourful  ones,  is  important  for  verifying  the  orientation  and
scale. Josephine laughs at the mistake, and said "well I thought
that maybe my sensor was weird because my comet is red." To
which I reply "what?!" and after another look tell her "oh, no,

that's just a blob of nebulosity. Cass is filled with them." Which
one is it? I may as well look it up for the sake of completeness.

I zoom in on Guide a bit more and turn on all the nebulae:

Fig 3.

Ummm, there's nothing at the spot, the cross at upper left of
center.  Recheck.  Nope,  all  nebulae  on  max  visibility.  Holy
smokes,  could this  be a  nebula that  "turned on" recently,  like
McNeil's nebula near M78 in Orion?!?!?! I pull my rarely used
Nekel-Vehrenberg  Atlas of Galactic Nebulae off the shelf, half-
trembling to look at the appropriate coordinates, but still nothing.
Time  to  start  heavy  documentation  in  preparation  for  a  great
discovery announcement!

Somewhere online there must be access to the Sloan Digital
Sky Survey, but as a young adult of the late 70s and early 80s, I
relied  100 percent  on  the  photographic  prints  of  the  Palomar
Observatory Sky Survey (later on microfiche - yes, really). With
a  little  search  I  could  download  images  from  the  digitized
version.
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Fig 4. A 15 arc-minute field at the object's location, rotated to match north at right.

Well now, that's an open cluster with zero nebulosity! Back
to Guide I went and turned on all the star clusters, and up pops
IC  166.  IC,  the  (first)  Index  Catalogue  of  non-stellar  objects
discovered  after  the  publication  of  the  NGC  (New  General
Catalogue)  contains  a  mix  of  visual  and  photographic
discoveries, in this case a visual one by William Denning around
1890 with his 10-inch With-Browning reflector. I've seen almost
every open star cluster possible, and sure enough I've seen IC
166, so here is my visual observation: "12.5-inch f/5.6 NEWT.
Goderich,  Ont.  Lim.mag:6.5   Seeing:1.5"   06:15  UT Sep  15,
1985.  There  is  a  very  diffuse  glow,  just  brighter  than  the

background. I would estimate its surface brightness to be fainter
than 14th mag. The total mag. of 11.6 given by the Sky Cat. 2000
obviously refers to integrated magnitude and cannot be used as a
visibility  guide.  I  could get  fleeting resolution across  the disk
with  averted  vision,  but  could  hold  6  stars.  The  glow of  the
cluster seems to die off before it gets to the surrounding brighter
field stars. This object is easier than IC 59 and IC 63 which were
observed soon after. Not seen through a C-8 or the 3.1" Zeiss."
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From Josephine's email of Feb 10, 2020:

“Here is my double star cluster and comet flub. LOL. Still
looks nice. Might just point my camera at random spots of the
sky more often." 

That's a good idea. It echoes Thomas Webb's sentiment of

150 years ago, loosely paraphrased as "unlocking the clamps on
the mount and slowly sweeping the Milky Way without purpose
will bring the observer much delight."

Thanks  for  the  mistake!  Uncovering  the  unusual  and
reconnecting with an old observation was most enjoyable.
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